Operator's Manual

Model: RY10MS
MPN: RA-MLT-0011
10 Gallon Mastic Applicator
Torch Model
For Technical Support Please Visit www.RynoWorx.com or Call 1-855-382-9611

⚠ WARNING
⚠ Read all instructions and warnings in this manual before attempting to operate this equipment.
⚠ This equipment is designed for outdoor use only.
⚠ Be sure to always wear personal protective equipment when operating this equipment.
⚠ Improper assembly may be dangerous. Please follow the assembly instructions in this manual. Make sure all parts are
assembled and hardware is fully tightened before using. Make sure that there are no leaks in the liquid propane cylinder
connection or lines.
⚠ Do not operate the equipment if a gas leak is present. (check for leaks and connections with every use)
⚠ Do not attempt to disconnect the gas regulator from the tank or any gas fitting while the equipment is in use.
⚠ A dented or rusty liquid propane tank may be hazardous and should be checked by your liquid propane supplier. Do
not use a liquid propane tank with a damaged valve.
⚠ Ensure that your propane cylinder is within its expiry date for your local jurisdiction. If the tank has expired it must be
properly requalified to continue using.
⚠ Do not store spare liquid propane cylinders within 10 feet (3m) of this equipment.
⚠ Do not store or use gasoline or other flammable liquids or vapors within 25 feet (8m) of this equipment.
⚠ Before servicing, make sure the unit is fully cooled and the liquid propane cylinder is disconnected.
⚠ Only genuine RynoWorx replacement parts should be used for any replacements or repairs. Do not attempt to modify
or alter this product in any way.
⚠ Do not attempt to make any repairs to gas carrying, gas burning, igniter components or structural components. Your
actions, if you fail to follow this warning, may cause a fire, an explosion, or structural failure resulting in serious personal
injury or death as well as damage to property.
⚠ Failure to follow these instructions could result in fire or explosion which could cause property damage, personal
injury or death.
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P/N
RA-GCM-0015
RC-FAB-0125
RC-FAB-0126
RA-GCM-0070
RC-FAB-0009
RC-FAB-0106
RC-FAB-0107
RC-FAB-0101
RC-PIN-0013
RA-WHL-0005
RA-BAS-0055
RC-FAB-0127
RA-WHL-0008

Description
Torch Complete Assembly
Shoe Control Arm - Mastic Applicator
Mastic Gate Valve - Horizontal Linkage
Mastic Gate Valve - Handle with Grip
Propane Tank Securing Chain
Mastic Kettle Hoe
Mastic Kettle - Agitation Sweep Bar
Melter Lid Support Slider
3/8" Steel Ring-Grip Quick-Release Pin - ZP
Front Caster Assembly - 4 Bolt Style
8" Shoe Assembly - Mastic Applicator
Gate Valve - Mastic Applicator
Rear Wheel Assy with Bearings - Melter Applicator

MPN:

Model:

RA-MLT-0011

RY10MS

Description:

10 Gallon Mastic Applicator Torch Model

•

Replacement Parts

RA-WHL-0008 - Rear Wheel with Bearings

RC-BRG-0001 - Wheel Bearing for Melter Applicator Rear
Wheel

RA-WHL-0005 - Front Caster with Wheel

RC-WHL-0014 - 4 Bolt Caster Swivel

RA-GCM-0015 - Torch Complete Assembly

RC-GCM-0068 - Regulator and Hose - 0 - 30 Psi with
Pressure Gauge (10’ Hose)

RC-STK-0001 - Flint Striker

RC-GCM-0016 - Torch for Melter Applicator with Valve

•

Assembly Instructions

1. Front Casters
RK-FAS-0050

RA-WHL-0005

2. Rear Wheels

RK-FAS-0041

RA-WHL-0008

3. Shoe

Insert Shoe and secure
with Quick Release Pin

4. Shoe Control Arm
Insert Shoe control arm in
the Guide, Handle End First

Secure shoe Control
Arm with Cotter Pin

5. Propane Tank
Secure with Chain

Propane Cylinder Not Included

6. Connect Regulator

7. Install Torch

8. Agitation Hoe

Mounting Bracket
on Handle Bars

•

Operation

Before beginning please check the following:
1. You have read and understand all warnings on page 2.
2. You are using a new and full propane cylinder (use of a used cylinder can lead to reduced performance or equipment
failure).
3. You have inspected your regulator, hose, and torch assembly and verified there are no leaks or physical damage.
4. You are outdoors in a well ventilated area that is free and clear of any flammable matter.
5. You have completed the assembly of the equipment correctly.
6. There is absolutely NO water in or around the kettle.
7. You are wearing protective eyewear.
8. You are wearing heat and fire resistant protective gloves.
9. You are wearing heat and fire resistant protective clothing which covers all exposed skin.

•

Operation

How to Light your Torch

1.

Fully CLOSE the regulator valve by turning the
knob on the regulator COUNTERCLOCKWISE

Fully OPEN the propane cylinder by
turning the valve COUNTERCLOCKWISE.

2.

3.

Remove the torch from the machine and turn the
regulator knob two turns CLOCKWISE
so that the propane starts to flow. Ignite the torch.

Return the torch to the torch holder.

4.

Adjust the flame by turning
the knob on the regulator.

⚠ Never exceed the manufacturer's recommended material maximum temperature.

